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HKTDC Hong Kong Electronics Fair 2011 (Autumn Edition) 

Interesting Products  

Image Download: http://202.64.102.92/hktdc/download.php?fid=_phpQGd57T   

 Product Photo / Exhibitor Product Description  

Electronics Inventions 

1.  

 

A WSN(wireless sensing network) smart medication system for 

Nursing-home-care 

National Taiwan University& National Taiwan University of Science & 

Technology (Taiwan) 

Invention Zone [Showcase] 

- The hardware of the wireless sensing smart medication system (2nd Generation) 

includes a master panel (charge base) and seven portable smart pill-boxes (SPB).  

- Each SPB has four pill cells for storing medicine, each of which can remind user to 

take medicine at specified times. 

2.  

 

Keysquare Keyboard-on-a-ring 

Keysquare Communication Ltd. (Hong Kong) 

Invention Zone [Showcase] 

- The patented technology enables full feature keyboard function implemented on 

top of a finger ring, using ultra small space.  

- Control or input text on internet TVs, mobile devices, wearable computers.  

- Perform full feature keyboard functions, including input of letters, digits, symbols, 

control keys and different languages. 

http://202.64.102.92/hktdc/download.php?fid=_phpQGd57T
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3.  

 
ICD-7 

MUZEE Corp. (Taiwan) 

Invention Zone [Showcase] 

- MUZEE ICD-7 Internet cloud multimedia dongle is an application software 

embedded in a USB flash drive that provides users with convenient and quick 

access to a database which can be filled with links up to 700,000 internet videos, 

200,000 e-books, 20,000 radio stations, 10,000 magazines, 5000 TV channels, 

10,000 games and 10,000 news sources.  

- One time charge only and the user could enjoy the service with lifetime updates 

and absolutely no monthly payments. 

Innovative Home Appliances 

4.  

 

Princess Fat Free Fryer 

Brand: Princess 

Princess Worldwide Ltd (Hong Kong) 

Booth No.: 1C-A10 

- The Princess Fat Free Fryer enables you to make delicious chips without oil. Much 

less fat, so no concerns about health and weight. 

- The Fat Free Fryer fries using a combination of hot air and infrared heat radiation 

and therefore emits fewer odours than a traditional deep fat fryer.  

- Complete with a useful filling funnel, timer, observation window, crumb tray and 

removable basket. 

- Able to cook 500 grams of chips, roast potatoes, snacks, chicken nuggets, etc in 

one go. 

- Particularly suitable for deep frozen products.  

- Product launch date: Oct 2011 
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5.  

 
Transparent Grill 

MR Technology (International) Limited 

Booth No.: 3F-C02 

- Generate Far Infrared Heat by new heat coating technology (Thin-Film).  More 

even cooking effect than using conventional grill. 

- Energy saving: the unit can generate more heat compare to same power of ordinary 

grill.   

- The special transparent glass could be clean easily Its thin film heating component 

is different with the conventional heating component.  

6.  

 

NanoHeat Milk Bottle Warmer Mark II 

Advanced Materials Enterprises Co Ltd    

Booth No.: 1CON-034 

- An eco-friendly low power consumption warmer providing fast, convenient and safe 

warming for babies’ milk and food.   

- Powered by a world first novel NanoHeat Dual-Power Heater, a single heater 

capable to utilize A.C. power on one side for very fast heating at home and D.C. 

power on its other side for convenient outdoor uses.  

- Synchronized its heat generation by an advanced power modulation control 

system, the device provides an enhanced safety feature over other products in 

preventing excess overheat of the milk in the bottle, and stay warm for a prolonged 

period. 
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3D / Multi-function Digital Entertainment  

7.  

 

Naked-Eye 3D Display 

Zhejiang Wowfly Industrial Co., Ltd. (Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: ED-C31 

 

- Enjoy high-quality media files in 3D without 3D viewing glasses Panel size: 55 

inches.  

- 3D technology cylindrical lenses brightness: 500cd/m2.  

- Resolution: 1,920 x 1,080.  

- Contrast ratio: 2000:1.  

- Aspect ratio: 16:9.  
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8.  

 
2D / 3D TV‧Andriod TV Box‧Tablet 

 

 
Glasses-Free 3DTV 

Marvel Digital Limited (Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: 1D-C24 

- Multimedia products which work perfectly well together or individually.  

- The 2D / 3D TV, Andriod TV Box and Tablet are all HD wireless connected. HD 

signals, such as images, videos or movies can be streamed from the TV Box or the 

Tablet to the TV.  

- Using the Andriod TV Box, you can enable the LED TV perform like a Smart TV. 

 

 

 

 

 

- 3D glasses-free display for more dramatic advertising effect 
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9.  

 
3D DVD Player 

Brand: COBY 

Coby Manufacturing Company Limited (Hong Kong) 

Booth No.: 1E-A10 

- Watch DVDs in simulated 3D without the need for special glasses 

- Advanced simulated 3D engine creates depth from regular 2D content 

- Switch between 3D or 2D viewing TFT LCD screen 

- LED backlight technology 

- DVD, DVD±R/RW, CD, CD-R/RW, JPEG, MP3, and Xvid compatible 

- Plays digital audio, video, and photo files directly from USB and SD/SDHC memory 

cards 

 

10.  

 

All-in-One Bluetooth HDMI Dock for All Tablets and Smartphones 

Shiba Gadgets Limited (Hong Kong) 

Booth No.: 1E-A26 

- The multi-purpose handsfree device is an alarm clock radio and a dual dock for 

Apple products. This versatile all-in-one product comes with Bluetooth capability 

enabling it to wirelessly stream music from all tablet PCs and smartphones while 

HDMI connectivity allows for high-definition viewing on TV. 
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11.  

 
Lookee TV 

Best-Supplier International Inc (Canada) 

Booth No.: 3E-C12 

- Lookee TV is a revolutionary HD Internet TV & Radio Players stream thousands of 

Internet TV Channels, Radio Stations, and Podcasts. 

- The device operates by connecting to your internet connection at home or any 

Wi-Fi hotspot.  

- Lookee TV is also an excellent media player with HDMI-out that delivers stunning, 

high quality video and audio to your television with HD resolution. 

- Won CES 2011 Global’s Bright Idea Award and Hong Kong Electronics Fair 2010 

Gold Award of HKEIA Innovation and Technology. 

- To be launched in October 2011 

 

 

 

12.  

 

3D Sound Bar 

Brand: Lenco 

S.T.I. Electronics Ltd. (Hong Kong)   

Booth no.: 1D-C02 

- 3D sound bar with iPhone and iPad docking,  

- 3D sound effect, 6x10W+20W RMS, video out, Aux in, line in 
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13.  

 
Blu-ray Home Cinema H025 Brand: Desay 

Desay (Hong Kong) Limited (Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: 1C-E02 

- This Blu-ray Home Cinema is internet Connectable for NetCast Entertainment 

Access feature access to YouTube, Netflix and more 

- Built-in surround sound decoders include Dolby Digital,Doldy TureHD,DTS and 

DTS-HD Master Audio 

- Built-in FM digital tuner  

- Output power: 105watts,15W x 5 + 30W for subwoofer based on 10% THD, BD-live 

support  

- Will be launched in April 2012 

14.  

 
iMusic Party  

iMusicTech Limited (Hong Kong) 

Brand: iMusicTech 

Booth No.: 1CON-033 

- iMuisc Party is a karaoke machine which turns iPod / iPhone into a versatile 

karaoke system.  

- There are two micro jacks, individual microphone volume and echo control. With its 

disco light function, built-in light flashes according to the music beat. Songs and MV 

stored in iPod / iPhone can link up with iMusic Party.  

- User can enjoy high quality Music Video on TV screen by video out feature. iMusic 

Party contains Vocal removal function for the use with multiplex karaoke tracks. It 

serves as a iPod / iPhone Battery Charger that can recharge iPod or iPhone when 

docked.  

- Basic features include alarm clock, FM radio and lighting system. 

- iMuisc Party has won the Gold Award in Consumer Electronics category of HKEIA 

Award for Outstanding Innovation & Technology Products. 
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Trendy Mobile Accessories 

15.  

 
WiTV  

COSTEL (Korea) 

Booth No.: CR-A20 

- WiTV is a stylish device to watch your home TV anytime anywhere.  

- All you need is WiTV STB, a cable or satellite set top box and Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G(LTE) 

connection. You can watch and control your STB, DVD/Blue lay disk player and 

HDD recorder anywhere in the world or at home.  

- User friendly setup and installation are supported. Free application download is 

available. 

- Product launched in September 2011 

-  

16.  

 
FM Flyer  

Dynamic8 Technology Co Ltd (Hong Kong) 

Booth No. : 5E-C33  

 

- Ideal for iPhone 4/3G/3GS/iPod with memory storage support and iPhone Apps 

control.  

- With an easy carrying, it can control the music anywhere without wire.  
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17.  

 

Visible Green Charger For iPhone/iPod 

Brand: Dexim 

Santom Limited (Hong Kong) 

Booth No.:1CON-007 

- The Dexim Vishible Green Smart Charger and its automatic shut-off reduce 

unnecessary standby power when your device is not in use up to 85% with their 

integrated green technology.  

- The light flowing through the cord at a fast pace means your battery charging 

level is at or up to 65 percent. After 65 percent the lights will flow at a slower 

speed,and once fully charged the light will shut off. 
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18.  

 
Bolle Photo - Photo printer for iPhone 

Prinics Co., Ltd. (Korea) 

Booth No.:3CON-119 

- World's first photo printer for smart devices.  

- Take photos with camera of their mobile devices and have them printed out in a 

minute.  

- This printer is also working as a power charger.  

- Compatible with Apple iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad and smart devices that use 

Google Android OS.  

- Acquired Apple's Made for iPhone, iPod and iPad certification.  

19.  

 
Moshi Moshi 04i 

Brand Name: Native Union 

Design Pool Limited (Hong Kong) 

Booth No.: CR-A12 

- High performance Bluetooth speakers, also a Bluetooth conference call device and 

Bluetooth telephone handset.  

- Product provides twin pair function with 2 Bluetooth devices at the same time, and 

can pair with computers for Skype and VoIP calls. MM04i handset charging base 

fitted with universal apple dock for synching and charging. 
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20.  

 

inCarBite Car Mount & Kitchen Stereo Speaker Mount for iPad  

Brand Name: inCarBite 

CAMI (HK) Company Limited    

Booth No.: 1E-A24 

- Patented Car Mount For iPad I & II, Kitchen Mount for iPad I & II with Speaker 

System, Bluetooth & Infra-Red Headset for Incarbite iPad Car Mount, Other Car 

Accessories for iPod/iPhone/ iPad 

- inCarBite Car Mount could charge your iPad in your car. Its built-in FM 

Transmitter allows you to play your iPad music through your existing car audio 

system 

- inCarBite also launch its kitchen mount for iPad with a miracle built-in speaker 

system, find your favourite recipes and listen to music with the embedded 

speaker in the mounting. 

- Product launched in Aug 2011    

- Product patents were filed in China and USA in regards to the way how the iPad is 

mounted for user friendliness and safety for In-Vehicle Use. 
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Newly designed Electronic Accessories / Products 

21.  

 
Wireless Key Finder 

Oneworld Solutions Limited (Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: 3C-A08 

- This wireless key finder is a delightful accessory for forgetful users.  

- To locate keys in a distance of up to 20 meters.  

- The key fob is designed with an LED flashlight for convenience.  

- Base unit can be wall-mounted.  
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22.  

 

UK ThinPlug 

TAA Technologies Ltd. (Hong Kong) 

Booth No.:5D-A06 

- The newly designed ThinPlug uniquely designed double-jointed folding earth pin 

ensures the plug will rest flat when not in use, but rotates into open position 

when required.  

- Designed made to be used with class II portable electrical equipment using figure of 

eight connector. It’s safe. British Standards 1363 Approved and bears the ASTA 

Intertek Diamond Mark 

23.  

 
LINK SOCKET Plug-and-Link Power Strip 

LINK SOCKET  

Chun Hing Business Development Co., Ltd 

 (Hong Kong) 

Booth No.: 5D-D08 

- αLink, with a plug-and-link concept to allow users to add or reduce the number of 

sockets according to their actual needs, so as to enhance a full utility rate of power 

strip.  

- The design also allows the product to connect with peripheral products such as 

USB charger (applicable for iPhone, iPAD), battery charger, surge protector etc.  

- 2011 Hong Kong Awards for Industries - Innovation and Creativity Grand Award 
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24.  

 

ECTACO jetBook Color eTextbook Tablet 

Brand: ECTACO 

Ectaco Hong Kong Limited  

 (Hong Kong) 

Booth No.: 3B-E09 

- Launched in Q4 2010 

- Educational Product 

- The jetBook Color eTextbook Tablet support a multilingual speech recognition 

module, text-to-speech module for pronunciation of books, machine translation 

technology that is able to translate anything from one sentence to an entire book in 

a matter of seconds.  

Green Electronic Products 

25.  

 

Solar Power Pak with 2 Emergency LED light 

Brand: Nature Power 

Nature Power Technology Limited (Hong Kong)  

Booth No.: 3F-C20 

- This is a Solar powered back up power pak which include complete solar power 

kit and 2 pcs. ultra bright white LED light for emergency as well as PSN portable 

rechargeable battery power box.  

- Lightweight portable battery pack features and easy to carry handle.  USB port 

enables portable power for charging your cell phones, MP3 players, camera, GPS. 

Simply plug and play system.  It can be charged by 12V battery with solar panel 

and battery clamp included.   

- The solar panel is included tilting stand as well.  Great for awnings, camping, 

emergency lighting. 

- Product launched in May 2011 

- Innovation Award, Lawn, Garden & Outdoor Living 2011 Bronze Award Winner by 

National Hardware Show, USA 
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26.  

 
16 units Eco uSign XLED tower 

Teledex Inc. (USA) 

Booth No.: 3B-C44 

- 2 swp ,2 hub- 20 bracket, 72 screws, 16 cords-O/M 

- The most productive one square foot tower that allows you to post 16 fresh 

messages as you need.  

- This renewal Advertising Tower pays for itself becuase it is Eco friendly LED 

Technology that is effective and last for years. 

- The revolutionary new "Plug 'N Display" ready Sentina uSign series of LED signage  

- Product launched in August 2011 

-  
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Modern Household gadgets 

27.   

 
Peephole viewer  

Chintek Enterprise Ltd. (Hong Kong) 

Booth No.: CH-B13 

- Easy and safe operation: After you press the touch button, you can see a big imag

e on the display for safety                              

- Sensor: 0.3 megapixel CMOS  

- LCD Screen: 2.4” TFT LCD  

- Viewing Angles: 60 degree screen  

- Size:14.6(W)x9.0(H)x3.0(D)cm 

- Accessories: Base Flange,User Manual   

- Product launched in July 2011 

28.  

 
SUNRISE ALARM CLOCK - SUN-4911 

Tohkai Precision International Limited (Hong Kong) 

Booth No.: 3F-E31 

- Gradual sunrise over 20 minutes, wakes you up gently and naturally 

- LCD alarm clock with blue color back light 

- Alarm, Light and Alarm-Light selection 

- Classic clock face with optional snooze light button 

- Battery operated 6V DC 

 

 


